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he Point of 
Symbols & Signs  
A symbol stands for something else.  
Every symbol has a meaning. Numerals 

and letters are the most common kinds of symbols. 
Numbers stand for sizes and amounts. Letters of                 
the alphabet represent sounds of the language.  

In addition to numerals and letters, there are other 
kinds of symbols. Symbols stand for (represent) 
things and ideas. Many symbols are international. 
They have the same meaning in many languages.  

International symbols represent the same things and ideas in many 
cultures.  Can you tell the meanings of these symbols? 

READING ABOUT 
READING:  
Do numerals                     
and letters have 
the same meaning 
in all languages?  

I = 1 
III = 3 

V = 5 

X = 10 
XI = 11 

XIV = 14 

ß ö ñ д  ج' 
´ T ♫ ¾ y ¥/G 

Numbers are a kind of symbol. 
They tell how many or how much.  

Alphabet letters can be block or 
cursive, upper or lower case.   The numerals 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

always have the same meaning.  
Other symbols can stand for 
numbers too. Here are    
examples of  Roman numerals. 

Alphabet letters represent 
sounds in every language,  
but they don’t always spell 
(stand for) the same sounds.                           
Also, some languages use 
other kinds of characters.                                 
For example, where can you 
find symbols like these? 
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There are symbols in many places. One place is on signs.               
A sign can also have pictures and words. A sign should be 
easy to read, but it should also have meaning and purpose. 
It should make a point. It should send a clear message.  
There are signs on streets and highways. There are signs                
in cities and towns. Buildings have signs too—outside and 
inside. So do stores. We can see and read signs everywhere.  

Some common, everyday kinds of signs—with symbols, pictures, and words.  
Where might you see signs like these—with similar or comparable meanings? 

READING 
ABOUT      

READING: 

What are 
some                   

differences between 
symbols and signs? 

A symbol is                                
a numeral, a letter or 

character, an icon, or           
a figure. It represents         

a number, a sound,                
a thing, or an idea.                   

It may have meaning in 
various languages.     

There are many 
symbolic groupings or 

categories. There are 
symbols in math, 

music, medicine, law, 
science, and astrology. 
Punctuation marks are  

kinds of symbols. 
There are money and 

business symbols, 
weather and map 

symbols, danger and 
traffic symbols, and 

many other kinds.  

A sign is a printed 
announcement. It gives 
information fast. Often, 

a sign is on a wooden 
board or metal. A sign 
can have symbols on 
it.  It can also include 

pictures and words.  

Kinds of signs include  
street, road, 

instruction, caution, 
warning,  safety, 

building, city, town, 
and types of notices. 

Signs are everywhere, 
outside and inside.  We 

can learn vocabulary                     
and many kinds of 

information from them. 

 

Meaning Symbols 
On the next pages are examples                  
of symbols with meanings in                  
many languages and cultures. 
They’re in meaning groups.  
1. For each symbol, there are two or three 

answer choices. What does the symbol 
mean? Circle the letter a or b (or c).   

2. For each image, one or two answer choices are    
wrong. Can you think of a symbol for that meaning?                   
Can you describe or draw it? On pages 2-3 of the  
WTP? Answer Key, there are more possible symbols.   

Do you know other common, meaningful symbols? 
Draw some of them. Show them to other people.                      
Do they know their meanings? Point out their         
essential features. Tell what they symbolize.     

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 1-A 
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13 14 15 16 

a.  teacher 
b.  graduate 
c.  geographer 

a.  fire fighter 
b.  customs official 
c.  police officer 

a.  hotel worker 
(bellhop) 

b.  waitperson = 
waiter/waitress 

a.  lawyer 
b.  medical 

doctor 

Symbols for Kinds of Work 

Symbols for Activities and Places 

1 2 3 4 

a. ice cream 
b. fast food  

a. eating 
b. drinking coffee 

a. boating 
b. picnicking 

a. hotel or motel 
b. camping 

a.  fishing 
b.  swimming 
c.  seafood  

a. hunting 
b. place to walk 

pets 

a. playground 
b. place for 

baby care 

a. hiking 
b. mountain or  

rock climbing  

5 6 7 8 

9 10 11 12 

a.  police officer 
b.  criminal 

a.  miner 
b.  farmer 

a.  cook (chef) 
b.  street vendor 

People print, write, 
and draw differently.                       
Even numbers                    
and letters of the 
alphabet don’t look 
identical in various 
handwriting styles.                       
Even the simplest 
picture symbols                    
or icons may look a 
little different.   

But every symbol  
has one or more 
essential parts.                     

For example,                            
a person always 
has a head—
often shown by   
a circle. A whole 
figure includes a 
body, arms, and 
legs.  A fish has a 
body made of two 
curves and a tail.                  

An arrow has                
a point. A cross 
has two lines.                  
A heart has a 
well-known 
“heart shape.”     

You can make up 
symbols of your 
own. Be sure to 
include the essential 
features of each 
symbol.  Then others  
will get the meaning 
quickly and easily.  

How can you make 
good use of your 
symbols?  

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:  

Do symbols 
always look 
the same? 

Circle the letter of the meaning of each symbol—a or b (or c).   

a.  locksmith 
b.  mechanic 
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 Symbols for Directions 

a.  to the right 
b.  to the left 

a.  upstairs 
b.  downstairs  

a.  into 
b.  out of  

a.  both ways 
b.  in a circle  

25 26 27 28 

17 18 19 20 

a.  the heart 
b.  hearing 

a.  the Red Cross 
b.  a hospital  

a.  X-rays 
b.  medicine 

a. vision care 
b.  dental care  

Medical and Health Symbols 

21 22 23 24 

 Symbols for Weather and Seasons  

a.  clouds 
b.  rain 

a.  day (the sun) 
b.  night (the moon) 

a.  lightning 
b.  snow 

a.  a full moon 
b.  a half moon 

 Symbols for People 

a.  male 
b.  female 

a.  men 
b.  women 

a.  a smile 
b.  a frown 

a.  speech 
b.  thinking  

29 30 31 32 

Understanding 
symbols is an  

essential reading 
skill. Symbols are 
simple shapes or  

lines with meaning. 
They stand for,                     

or symbolize  
(represent) other 

things. That’s why  
the concept (idea)                

of symbolism is 
central to reading.  

The most common, 
useful kinds                            

of symbols are 
numbers and letters. 

Letters form words 
with meaning. Words                 

form phrases and 
sentences that make 

points or send  
messages.                      

Literacy usually 
means “ability to 

read, understand, and 
write symbolic text.” 

But even before 
competence in 

printed or written 
language comes 

visual literacy, 
defined as “ability to 

recognize and get 
meaning from visual 
images.” Even basic 
symbols need to be 

identified and 
interpreted.  

Understanding them 
is essential to    

reading for meaning.  

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:   

How are 
symbols 

important to 
reading? 
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 Symbols for Special Occasions and Holidays 

45 46 47 48 

a.  Halloween 
b.  Thanksgiving 
c.  Memorial Day 

a. May Day 
b. Independence 

Day (4th of July) 

a.  Day of the Dead 
b.  Christmas 
c.  Veteran’s Day  

a.  Christmas 
b.  Chanukah 
c.  Ramadan  

41 42 43 44 

a. celebration                     
(a party) 

b. graduation  

a. birth (of a baby) 
b. a birthday  
c. an anniversary 

a.  the New Year 
b.  Easter 
c.  Lent 

a. Valentine’s 
Day 

b. a wedding   

 Music and Entertainment Symbols 

37 38 39 40 

a.  musical notes 
b.  flats & sharps 
c.  a conductor 

a. treble clef 
(music)  

b. base clef  

a. art (painting) 
b. theater (drama 

& comedy) 

a. filming 
(movies) 

b. television 

Game and Recreation Symbols 

33 34 35 36 

a. dice (gambling) 
b. pool (billiards) 
c. pi (3.14) 

a.  a four-leaf clover 
(good luck) 

b.  a horseshoe (luck) 

a. clubs (cards) 
b. spades (cards) 
c. hearts (cards) 

a.  playing cards 
b.  dominoes 
c.  tic-tac-toe 

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:   

Where do 
symbols 
come from? 

People see or 
observe a thing 
or an activity in 
everyday life. 
They notice 
what’s typical 
about it. They 
note its essential  
characteristics. 
Then they think 
of and create a                           
symbol for it.                      
To symbolize an 
idea, that icon or 
image shows its 
distinguishing  
features.  

A symbol 
becomes familiar. 
Other people 
start to use it,                 
or they create an 
equivalent image 
of their own. 
Then it begins to 
have meaning in                
their group.                               
It becomes part 
of their culture. 
Perhaps it grows 
to be known  
internationally. 

To compete  
commercially,   
companies 
design their own 
logos (images).  
They hope that 
many others will 
soon recognize 
their identifying 
symbols.        
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 Symbols for Traffic Dangers  

a. a downhill road 
b. an uphill road 

a. an intersection 
b. a curving road 

a. Bridge opens. 
b. slippery road 

a. animal crossing 
b. airplanes 

57 58 59 60 

 Symbols for Dangers and Hazards   

a. landslides                      
(falling rocks) 

b. explosions 

a. poisonous gas 
b. infectious waste 

(biohazard) 

a. Wear ear 
protection. 

b. Wear goggles.  

a. flammable 
b. a fire 

extinguisher 

53 54 55 56 

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:   

How do  
some 

symbols become 
international? 

Why aren’t all 
symbols universal? 

Most things and 
activities and ideas 

are common to many 
cultures in the world. 

Also, people 
communicate                 

across boundaries.                     
For these reasons, 

some symbols 
become international. 

They cross national 
boundaries. Their 
meanings are the 

same or equivalent.   

Even so, not all 
symbols are 

universal. Not every 
symbol has the same 
meaning everywhere. 

Different cultures 
have different writing 

systems. They have 
different religions, 

beliefs, and customs. 
For these reasons, 

they create symbols 
with meaning just for 
their cultures. These  

become part of the 
reading material of 

their languages only.  

Also, many people or 
companies have  

logos that look like 
symbols. Only some 

people recognize 
their meaning at first. 
They may or may not 
become well-known.   

61 62 63 64 

a. bicycle route 
b. Motorcycles 

can go here.  

a. one-way only 
b. two-way traffic 
c. go back 

a. no left turn  
b. no U-turn 
c. no turns 

Symbols for Traffic Information and Rules  

50 51 52 49 

Science and Technology Symbols 

a.  chemistry 
b.  biology (botany) 
c.  physics 

a. light (an idea) 
b. sound  
c. gravity 

a. astronomy 
(planet) 

b. physics (atom) 

a. atomic energy 
(radiation)  

b. recycling  

a. Stop. 
b. Do not enter. 
c. Dotted line 
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 Map and Geography Symbols   

a. Africa 
b. South 

America 

a. the whole world 
(the earth) 

b. the Americas 

a. mountains 
b. islands 

(Hawaii) 

a. the capital (of                
a country or state)  

b. a city or town               
(on a  map) 

77 78 79 80 

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:   
How do 
pictures 
differ from 
symbols? 

Some simple 
pictures are 
symbolic icons.                      
They represent 
things, activities, 
concepts, ideas.                       
They give easy-
to-understand 
“information.” 

But pictures                 
can be more than 
symbols. For 
example, one 
kind of artwork               
is a line drawing.  

An illustration 
with many lines 
can look realistic                     
(like an actual 
object, a place,                
or a person).                          
Or a drawing can 
be a cartoon                   
(a funny picture). 

Another kind                    
of picture is                      
a painting with                 
a few or many 
colors or shades.                           

A very common 
kind of picture is                            
a photo(graph).  

Like symbols, 
pictures can  
have meaning.                  

If they stand for 
something else, 
they also function 
as symbols. 

National Symbols (Flags) 

73 74 75 76 

a. Canada 
b. United States                     

of America  

a. Turkey 
b. Israel  
c. Egypt 

a.  Britain (United 
Kingdom) 

b. Australia 

a. China 
b. Japan 
c. Korea 

Astrology: Signs of the Zodiac 

Religious and Spiritual Symbols 

69 70 71 72 

a. Buddha 
b. Lotus Flower 

(Buddhism) 

a. Aries (the Ram) 
b. Aquarius (the 

Water Carrier) 

a. the Ten 
Commandments 

b.Yin-Yang (Taoism) 

a. Taurus                      
(the Bull)  

b. Sagittarius  
(the Archer)   

a.  peace 
b. prayer 
c. bird watching 

a. Shintoism 
b. Islam 
c. Catholicism 

a. mosque 
b. church  
c. synagogue 

a.  Christianity  
b.  Judaism (Star  of 

David)  

65 66 67 68 
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 Punctuation + Other Language Symbols (English) 

93 94 95 96 

a. dollar sign 
b. cents sign  
c. currency 

a. comma, compared 
with apostrophe 
(above line) 

b. quotation marks 

a. at 
b. copyright 
c. trademark 

a. asterisk (star) 
b. dash (long) or 

hyphen (short) 

89 90 91 92 

a.  parentheses 
b.  brackets 
c.  footnotes 

a. colon 
b. continued 

(words left out) 

a. wrong 
b. correct 

(checkmark) 

a. exclamation 
point 

b. question mark 

Most symbols are 
printed. They are 

part of reading 
material. But there 

are also other kinds 
of symbols. For 

example, finger and 
hand positions can  
have meaning too. 

Here are some 
examples of hand 
symbols in North 
American culture. 

Can you show and 
explain some other 

hand symbols? 

Symbol Meaning 

 four (4) = 
a number 

 two (2) or 
“peace” or 
“victory” 

 “thumbs 
up” = a 
good idea 

 “thumbs 
down” = 
no good 

 “fingers 
crossed” 
for luck 

 Stop! 
Don’t 
continue! 

 clapping = 
applause 
(approval) 

 shaking 
hands =  
agreeing 

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:   
Are all 

symbols  
in writing?  

Government and Cultural Symbols  

U.S. politics 

81 83 84 82 

a. the Republican 
Party 

b. the Democratic 
Party  

a. the Eiffel Tower
(France) 

b. the Leaning 
Tower (Italy)  

a. a windmill 
(Holland)  

b. a teepee 
(Am. Indian)  

a. freedom (the 
Statue of Liberty) 

b. U.S. government 
(Uncle Sam) 

 Math and Number Symbols   

a.  times 
(multiplication) 

b.  divided by 

a.  percent 
b.  number (or 

pound) sign 

a. is equal to 
b. is not equal 

to 

a.  plus (addition) 
b.  minus 

(subtraction) 

85 86 87 88 
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 Common Signs 
On the next pages are some 
common kinds of signs in                     
the United States. These 
notifications include symbols, pictures, and 
words.  Where can you see these types of 
announcements or messages? Tell your thoughts.   
1. Look at the symbols and pictures of each notice.                

Read the phrases and sentences to get the point.      
2. For each Sign 1-20 on the left, there is a sign with 

comparable, similar, or related meaning on the right. 
In the empty box, write Letters a-t of the sign that 
matches. A few answers are given. Check yours  
with page 4 of the WTP? Answer Key .    

3. Can you explain the messages of some of the signs 
in your own words? Can you tell other phrases or 
sentences with similar meanings? Can you think                  
of clearer ways to show or say the same idea?  

Pay attention to common kinds of signs around you. 
Look at signs on the street, in public, on buildings,                  
in stores, at work, at school, and in other places.                 
Try to understand the meaning of each display. 
Which signs seem useful or new or difficult for you? 
Copy the important or interesting words from them.  
You can draw (some of) the symbols or pictures too.  
Show other people information (words, 
phrases, sentences, images) from those 
signs.  Have they seen signs similar to 
yours? Do they agree with you about 
their meanings? Talk about the 
messages of common kinds of signs.                   
If a sign is funny, explain why.  

Most notices have the 
same general purpose. 
That aim is to attract 
(get) attention. People 
see signs and read 
them. Perhaps they 
use or remember the 
info.  Perhaps they do 
(or don’t do) some-
thing because of the 
displayed notification.  

Different kinds of 
signs have different 
purposes. Here are 
some examples: 

 Caution signs give 
warnings. They tell 
possible dangers.   

 Some signs include       
a line through                            
a circle. They tell 
people not to do 
something.  

 Many signs give 
instructions.                      
They tell what to do.  

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:   
What’s the 
purpose of 
signs? Are there 
different kinds? 

 On the next two pages, there are 40 examples of common kinds    
of signs. The lettered signs in the 1st and 3rd columns are like  

numbered signs in the 2nd and 4th. Match them. In the empty boxes of 
Signs 1-20, write the letters a-t. You may also draw connecting lines.  

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 1-B 
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 Some signs tell street 
names or addresses. 
Some tell names of 
(kinds of) places. 

 

 Many notices are 
commercial. Their  
advertising tells us 
what to buy or which 
places to go to.  
Messages can be 
printed or painted               
on boards, windows, 
walls, flags, banners, 
balloons, trucks, . . . . 

 Non-profit notices              
give advice or public 
service messages.     

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:   
What else do 

signs do? 
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To m
atch signs w

ith related or associated m
eanings or purposes, print the letters a-n in the boxes.    

Match the signs with equivalent, comparable, or related meanings.   
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Yes, they do—because 
people’s needs, 
activities, travel, and 
interests change. Most 
of all, advertisers and 
other sign makers want 
to begin and continue 
attracting attention—                   
for new reasons and 
different purposes.                  

To do so,  they keep 
trying to make signs 
that are more eye-
catching or effective.  

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:   

Do signs 
change with 
the times?  

 

T 

o 

p 

q 

23 22 

24 

26 

27 

25 

21 21 

To m
atch signs, print the letters o-t in the boxes.    

Match the signs with equivalent, comparable, or related meanings.   

Some signs are amusing.  Other signs seem funny because of the situation—or because they don’t    
make sense or because they contain (unintended) mistakes. Why might Signs 21-27 make people laugh? 
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Tell the possible locations, purposes, and points of the signs in Photo Groups    
1-7 that follow on pages 18-24. The suggested vocabulary may give you ideas.  

On signs, symbols  and 
other visuals (photos, 

drawings, cartoons) are 
usually big and clear.  
Words and sentences 
are relatively simple.  

Even so, not all signs    
are easy to understand. 

Why is it sometimes 
difficult to get the 

message or the point?   

For all kinds of printed 
material, readers need 

background knowledge 
that comes from 

experience and learning. 
This awareness helps 
people to understand 

meaning easily and to 
get the point quickly.   

To understand signs,       
it’s important to notice  
where they are: inside, 

outside, mounted on 
buildings, high in the air, 

on wheels, on vehicles, 
held by people, or . . . ?   

What materials is a sign 
made of? (EXAMPLES: 

wood, metal, cardboard, 
neon) What kind of 

images and lettering                 
does it show? (How 

visible or readable are 
these?) What does its  

design reveal about its 
meanings, hopes, 

functions, messages, 
intents, and purposes?  

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:                  

How can we 
get the point of 

notices and signs?  

1 

1a 

1b 

VOCABULARY: 1a. a shop that makes signs, decals, banners (and fixes clocks); a storefront 
1b. a display booth (exhibit) at a fair; sample signs for rooms, clubs, businesses, restaurants, etc.  

Sign Samples 

Real-Life Signs 
On the next pages are photos                 
of “signage” (six groups of 
signs). For each picture or scene, 
answer these questions. 

1. What do the signs say? Read aloud the words you 
can make out. Describe symbols and other visuals. 
Where else might you see signs like these? 

2. What are the purposes of the signs? Do they                  
name places or things? Do they give information?                    
Do they advise people to do or buy something? 

3. Do the signs announce or advertise something?                   
If so, what are their meanings or messages?                     
Why do you think so? Do others agree with you? 

4. On pages 4 to 9 of the WTP? Answer Key is back-
ground for the signs in the photos. They include 
interpretations of their meanings. In your opinion,  
are these correct? What ideas can you add to them?   

In places like those in the photographs, look at other 
“signage.” Answer Questions 1-3 about the most 
interesting signs, notices, or displays you discover.  

zzzzzzz

INSTRUCTIONS for 

EXERCISE 1-C 
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Signs That List Things 
BACKGROUND + VOCABULARY:  
2a. mailboxes at seniors’ apartment 
complex in Creve Couer, Missouri:  
unit numbers +  names of tenants   
2b. hospital and surgical center in 
Culver City, Southern California:  
directory, directions, map, names                   
of departments + locations  

2c. city on historic Route 66 in Texas 
Panhandle: local events, team, 
museum, attractions, sponsors 
2d. monument-type statue near U.S. 
40 in Texas: the Ten Commandments 
2e. traffic light with directives for 
crossing streets: Push button, Walk, 
Don’t Walk (Wait); Watch, Finish, etc.  
2f.  safety directives near Cherokee 
Resort Casino—Catoosa, Oklahoma: 
what to wear when working; what                
not to wear.—and when   
2g. educational exhibit in public 
service pavilion at Los Angeles    
County Fair; six answers to question 
“How do Pollutants Harm Me?” + 3 
answers to “What can I do to help?” 
2h. drive-through coffee shop, 
Hoquiam, Washington (State);                    
prices of various sizes of hot and                   
iced coffee, hot chocolate, tea. 

2 

2a 2b 

2c 2d 

2e 2f 

2g 2h 

What’s the purpose or point of these signs? 
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Sign Collections 3 
VOCABULARY:  
3a. hardware 
department of                 
a grocery supply 
store: display of 
ready-made signs 
for housing, stores, 
private property, 
streets, roads   
3b. American 
Presidents Exhibit,  
Portland (Oregon)
Historical Society = 
real street signs 
(with Presidents’ 
surnames) 
3c. Oatman, 
Arizona = an old 
mining town on  
historic Route 66:  
made-up, amusing 
old-time bulletin 
board notices  
3d. Route 66 (the 
“Mother Road”) 
Museum, Texas: 
town names on 
map west to east; 
sequential roadside 
signs advertising 
Burma Shave  
3e. old-fashioned 
coffee shop: walls 
with bulletins; doors 
to restrooms (bath-
rooms, WC, toilets, 
lavatory). Signs 
added to this 
collection mean  
“Male” / “Female.”      

3a 3b 

3c 

3d 

3e 

What’s the purpose or point of these assortments of signs? 
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Fair, Vehicle, Storefront Signage 4 

“Advertising” is a kind 
of oral and written 
speech. It’s universal!  

Not only stores and 
businesses and 
websites but also 
agencies and 
individuals feel                      
the need to “get the 
message across” to     
the general public, 
targeted groups,                     
and potential members 
or customers.  

The first goal of 
advertising is to get 
(compete for) attention. 
That’s why ads are of 
so many types in so 
many places—not                   
only flat boards or 
painting on walls                        
or high places but also 
3-dimensional (3-D) 
boxes and shapes                 
and glowing lights 
everywhere.      

But few displays are 
meant to “just” inform 
(give out information). 
Many more are 
designed to lead,                      
to teach, to impress,                 
to persuade, to sway,  
to inspire, to influence, 
to convert, to coax, 
and/or to push!   

Can you think of more 
reasons that people 
might need or want                 
to advertise?    

READING ABOUT 
READING:   
Why do people 
need or want to 
advertise? 

VOCABULARY:    
4a. vender booth at fair; 
psychic readings =  
palmistry,  Tarot cards, 
crystal ball fortune telling, 
astrology; stars, magical 
symbols; products with 
“healing powers,” wind 
chimes; entertainment   

4d. “shop small” store front = specialty 
food store with pork products: chops, 

cutlets, rinds; heros, sausage, pasta 
dishes, BBQ specials; canned goods, jars; 

Italian flavors; dried herbs & spices      

4a 

4b. county fair 
refreshment stand; 

old-fashioned 
“sweet treats” = 

cotton candy, 
candy apples, . . .   

4c. dessert truck = 
custom mobile 
marketing: puddings, 
cupcakes, baked 
goods, pies, sweets 

4b 

4c 

4e. old-fashioned 
local business with 
storefront graphics: 
standard signage, 
numbers, glass 
painting, decals, 
stickers; barber 
poles, cartoon 
figures, product 
names, fliers 

What are the purposes of these signs? 

4e 

4d 
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5 
VOCABULARY:  
5a. Times Square, 
Midtown Manhattan, 
Broadway Theater 
District, New                  
York City (NYC);  
commercial hub,  
crowded with people 

billboards, neon signs, 
posters; advertising  
for shows, products, 
places, events; public 
service requests 5a 

5b. Universal (Studios)
City Walk, Hollywood, 

California:  
entertainment, dining, 
shopping promenade 

 3-dimensional, 
colorful, graphic  

signs; cartoon figures; 
noticeable visuals 

names of stores and 
restaurants (chains + 
one-of-a-kind), night 

clubs, theater, brands     

5c. Las Vegas, 
Nevada (“Sin City”) 
at night; bright lights;  
electric and neon 
signs; LED digital 
displays 

mounted on walls, 
poles, frames 

advertising for hotels, 
casinos, gaming, 
shows, clubs, bars, 
entertainment, 
tickets, shopping 
malls, tours, tourist 
attractions 

5b 

5c 

Entertainment Center Signage What’s the point of all this signage? 
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Commercial Billboards 6 

With commercial 
signs, advertisers  
create “images”                     
in the minds of 
possible customers. 
These mental pictures 
can “depict” beauty    
or power or reliability  
or something else.  

What feelings do  
people associate with                     
commercial displays, 
big ads, or billboards?                      
Do they suggest 
warmth, approval, 
belonging, inclusion, 
connection, success,  
love, or popularity?                        
How  about notions   
of comfort, pleasure, 
luxury, relaxation, 
health, enjoyment, 
safety, trust, hope, 
gain, or satisfaction?                          
Or perhaps they 
create impressions of  
newness, freshness, 
spirit, or excitement.  

The usual intent 
(purpose or point)                  
of commercial 
marketing is to sell 
(products / services). 
Isn’t the goal of “non-
commercial,” social, 
public, political, 
religious, or other 
“advertising” parallel 
or comparable? Isn’t  
it  to “sell” beliefs, 
attitudes, opinions,   
or points of view?  

READING 
ABOUT 
READING:   

Isn’t all 
advertising 
“commercial?”  

6a 

6b 

6c 

6d 

6d 

VOCABULARY:   
6a. Two (2) meanings of 

cup: [a] World Cup = 
International Federation of 

Association Football 
(Soccer) trophy +  [b] 

container for beverages                    
sold by Dunkin’ Donuts,                 

a worldwide chain 

6b. lawyer = attorney, 
counselor (at law); free 
consultation = first visit 

without fee; representing 
clients after accidents. 

Trust me = “Believe me.”  
or “Don’t question me.” 

6c. headed to work? =       
“on your way to your job?” 

burglars = “criminals that 
break in to steal.” burglary 

= “the ‘work’ of burglars.” 
alarm = loud warning for 

protection.      

6d. fur = “soft, hairy coat of 
an animal like a dog.” 

stammer = “repetition of  
syllables, as when 

shivering.” furnace = 
“machine that heats air                  

in a building.” rapid 
response = “fast service.”     

6d. pun, “play on words;” 
sausage (frankfurter), 

pronounced / ’ sO  s´ j/, 
sounds like “saw such;” 

weiner = wiener 
misspelled, sounds like 
“winner.”  South of the 

border means “Mexico.”   

6e. obesity, extreme 
overweight, heaviness,   

weigh down, unbalanced; 
get into shape (fitness), 

losing weight (belly fat).  

What are the “intended messages” of these signs? 

6e 

6f 
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“Non-Commercial” Signage 

To create your own 
advertising, answer 

these questions: What 
images do you want to 

project? What emotions 
do you want to evoke? 

How might people react 
to your messages?  

Here’s summarized  
advice from www.                       

wikihow.com/Create- 
an-Advertisement: 

 Start with a short, 
catchy “tagline,” 
slogan, or other 

memorable phrase 
that sounds good.  

 Avoid tired, old 
meaningless clichés 

that waste space. 

 Use persuasive 
techniques that  

appeal to not only  
the senses but also 

the “common 
sense” (or humor or 

timing) of possible 
“target audiences.”   

 Connect to the real 
needs or wants of 

your potential 
customers/clients. 

 Don’t leave out any 
essential, relevant 

information. 

 Advertise at the 
optimal (ideal)  times 

in the best  places.  

READING 
ABOUT 

READING:   
How can we 

create our 
own visual + verbal 

means of persuasion? 

What are these signs supposed to do? 7 
VOCABULARY:   
7a. road rage = aggressive, 
dangerous driving, rude gestures, 
verbal abuse, assaults, collisions; 
working out anger at gym   

7b. “take-off” (play on words)                   
on “Buy now, pay later.” harmful 
effects of sunbathing, suntanning, 
sunburn = dehydration, heat 
stroke;  dangerous drop in blood 
pressure; premature aging; skin 
cancer (malignant melanoma) 

7c. water scarcity or shortage, 
drought (lack of rainfall, climate 
change, unsafe drinking supply); 
conservation (low-flush toilets, 
low-flow taps, avoiding waste, 
reuse, recycling, water shut off)  

7d. atheist = someone who                   
disbelieves in the existence of      
a deity or supreme being;                    
“thank god” = expression of 
relief, gratefulness; Genesis =                 
first book of the Bible   

7e. £ = symbol for the pound 
(currency of the United 
Kingdom); employadam.com                  
= web address with Video CV 
(Curriculum Vitae) or résumé; 
“Job Wanted” advertising to 
attract attention 

7f. Tommy Chong + Cheech 
Marin, (celebrity comedians); 
political campaign to legalize    
the use of marijuana; state ballot 
initiative = proposition to amend 
Constitution or change law,               
forcing vote on the measure   

7g. illiterate = “unable to read        
and write.” illiteracy = “inability               
to read what’s written.” Illiteracy 
Foundation? scratching head = 
expressing incomprehension or 
puzzlement  

7a 

7b 

7c 

7d 

7e 

7f 

7g 


